Expectations Camping Geversduin 2020
Welcome to Geversduin. We love having you here. In order for all our guests to
have a great time, we need to take into account a few rules, so that everyone
can enjoy everything Geversduin has to offer.
Please read through our House Rules below at your leisure!
Cars and other vehicles
- You'll receive one barrier pass. This pass is personal and cannot be passed on
to someone else. The pass entitles you to access for one car.
- If you booked a pitch with car, you may of course park on your camping pitch.
The camping area is accessible from 07:00 to 22:00.
- If you have not booked a pitch with car, or if the car does not fit onto the
pitch, you'll need to park in the central car park. This car park is accessible
24/7.
- Because of the safety of children playing, we request that you adhere to the
maximum speed of 5 km per hour.
- Scooters, mopeds and motorbikes are not allowed on the campsite. These
need to be parked in the dedicated parking next to Reception.
- Charging your electric car is only allowed at the appropriate charging points in
the car park. Please move your car to a normal parking space when you have
finished charging.
- If you receive visitors, they can park in the fee-paying car park.
Camping Pitch and Camping Means
- Maximally 6 people are allowed to stay at one camping pitch.
- Young people under the age of 21 are only admitted when accompanied by an
adult.
- Dogs are only permitted on Hoepse Beek and the central square. Other pets
are not allowed.
- Whenever you have visitors to stay, they must register and pay any additional
fees that apply.
- At the end of your holiday, the pitch must be left clean and tidy. Please
dispose of any rubbish in the appropriate waste containers.
- You may place one main camping means on the pitch (touring caravan, folding
trailer, campervan or tent), plus one small occasional tent.
- A party tent (3 x 3 metres maximum) is allowed at the camping pitch,
provided it is open to all sides and at least one member of the party is
present.
Hygiene and Washrooms
- There are underground waste containers at the campsite. Here you can
dispose of your domestic waste, in tied-up bags. In addition, we have bins for
paper, glass, plastic and bulky rubbish. Spent batteries can be handed in at
the supermarket.
- We appreciate it when children up to 7 years old are accompanied when they
visit the washrooms.
- Toilet buckets can only be emptied in the appropriate areas of the washrooms
(chemical toilet).
- Save water! Garden hoses must not be connected to the water taps.
- It is fun that wild animals such as foxes and rabbits regularly visit us. To
ensure that this remains fun for both the animals and us please refrain from
feeding them.

Access to the surrounding natural area
- You have free entry to the North Holland Dune Reserve, from sunrise to
sunset. Each entrance to the dunes has a sign displaying the conditions for
entry. Your campsite welcome pack contains your dune passes: please take
these with you each time you visit the dunes.
Additional Camping Rules
- Open fires are forbidden because of the risk of wildfire. You may only have a
barbecue on gas or electricity.
- Our guests are requested to maintain peace & quiet after 22:00, so that
everyone can have a good night. A canvas sheet or caravan wall is
unfortunately not as sound proof as the walls of an insulated house. The sound
of a television and chatter are therefore much more audible for those around
you. Please take this into account and minimise the noise you make, so that
everyone can enjoy a lovely holiday and arrive home refreshed.
- Play equipment such as trampolines and paddling pools are allowed within the
confines of your camping pitch. If you are not present, they need to have been
removed.
- The possession, use or trading of drugs is prohibited.
- It is not permitted to offer any merchandise or items to be sold.
If a member of staff approaches you about your behaviour, you will need to
follow their instructions without delay. This includes all instructions from first
aiders, health & safety staff and all Camping Geversduin staff.
All contracts with Kennemer Duincampings are subject to the RECRON
conditions. In cases where these conditions do not provide sufficiently, the
manager will decide.
Thank you for reading through these rules and regulations. Let's all make sure
everyone has a fantastic time.
Enjoy!
Team Geversduin

